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Belle Meade School is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization. Donations can be made online at 
www.bellemeadeschool.org or sent to 353 F. T. Valley Road, Sperryville, Virginia 22740  

BELLE MEADE SCHOOL SPRING TRIP 2016 
 
In May, Belle Meade students traveled to Lansing, WV with John and Alex for their annual 
spring trip.  This year, students chose to participate in the "Timber Trek" ropes course as 
well as spend a day whitewater rafting on The New River.  Since we had received over 2 
weeks of rain beforehand, the water levels were almost to their max which made for some 
awesome rafting!  "I loved our energetic rafting leaders who obviously love their job," com-
mented Ava.  And "swimming was fun," added Sofie.  "It was interesting to watch everyone 
maneuver through the obstacle course and challenge themselves on different levels," said 
Alex.  John added: "It was amazing to watch people overcome their fears of both heights and 
high water."  Who knows what's in store for next year.  That is for the students to decide. 
Alex 
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Class of 2016: Congratulations Leif & Sara 
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Thank you to our major donors: 
 

Greve Foundation, Joseph and Lynne Horning/Horning Family Fund, Joseph Johnson, Mike Biniek and 
Susan Hoffman, Cliff and Christine Mumm, Susan and John Dienelt, Liesbet Kormozay, Jeanne and John 
Floberg, Dave and Virginia Gerrish, Inasmuch Foundation, Columbus Foundation, Jeanne Hoffman Smith, 
Marion Briscoe DeVore 

A Student’s Perspective 
To call this school "a farm school" and nothing more would be an understatement rivalling that of just calling 
The Shining "a spooky movie". Belle Meade holds its own kind of personality which in terms of student inter-
action and character rises far above most. How quickly I was welcomed and just seen as another regular (Well, 
as regular as it gets here I suppose.) student along with all the others  was definitely a nice surprise. Granted, I 
did already have ties with two particular students who already went to Belle Meade those two students being 
Leif and Noah. I will admit that I've never before been covered in yolk, had my random quotes immortalized, 
experienced the extent of hardcore rock music, experienced the extent of being hit by a hard cored rock, felt the 
sheer POWER of wielding a scythe, had staring contests with cows (lost), played a game of hide and seek that 
had more players than it did hiding places, seen so many pairs of unmatched socks, and held more weight from 
feed in the first two months at Belle Meade than I have previously in my entire life. 
Jasper  

Fare Well, 
 
Well, after five long years I am gradu-
ating from BelleMeade. I am going to 
continue my education at Randolph 
College after the summer, and am real-
ly looking forward to it. I would like to 
thank everyone that has helped me 
along my way and to the friends that 
I've made. Goodbye my friends, and 
thanks for all the experiences!  
Leif 

Thank you for 
a wonderful 

year!  
Have a great 

summer.  
See you in  

August! 


